One Medical Passport, Inc.
A chance back-road drive that that took Stephen Punzak, MD founder and CEO of One Medical
Passport, Inc. through Willington turned into a lucky day for Tom Buccino and the Town of Willington.
It ultimately led Steve and co-founder Eric Akstin to locate the home office of their fast growing software
development firm to The Mill Works at 156 River Road in Willington, where they have painstakingly
transformed 4800 square feet of space into a clean, open, light-filled and comfortable work place.
In addition to being the hands on CEO of One Medical Passport, Inc., Steve is a practicing board
certified anesthesiologist. He credits his front line medical experience as the catalyst and inspiration for
co-founding the company in 2000. Steve had personally observed the inefficiencies and shortcomings of
traditional medical facility pre-admission and pre-operative processes and decided to develop online
products to eliminate them. The now patented core software developed by his team is a user-friendly,
cloud-based solution that guides patients through the process of providing their own pre-admission health
histories, as well as insurance and demographic information.
Patients enter their medical history online from home. Once the Medical passport is created, a nurse at the
medical facility assesses the online information and triages the patient; the medical team receives
automated alerts, clinical forms and customized reports for use throughout the patient’s procedure. By
moving tasks traditionally performed by phone, fax, pen and paper to the Internet, the flow of vital data
between patients, facilities and doctors’ offices is dramatically improved. The result is a modern,
simplified process that enhances patient care and satisfaction while decreasing costs.
One Medical Passport, Inc. has continued to build out its suite of cloud-based software and is currently
developing a comprehensive patient engagement solution. This initiative will further improve
communication amongst patients, medical facilities and physicians and deliver individualized interactive
care plans for each patient. The system is highly secure and was recently ranked “Top 1%” for data
security in an independent third-party audit.
Today, over two million patients, 700 medical facilities and 20,000 physicians throughout the United
States use One Medical Passport Inc.’s suite of affordable software products. It is the clear market
leader.
In January, the company received a $4 million investment from FCA Venture Partners to accelerate
growth. One Medical Passport, Inc. currently has 35 full time employees throughout the country.
Willington has the most employees (11) of any site. The next largest is the Houston, TX, Implementation
Center with 4 employees. Steve indicated that there are plans to increase overall staffing by about 50% in
Willington alone. The skill sets and backgrounds of current staff include software development, nursing,
medical and healthcare management as well as software sales and marketing. Whitney Vitale, Vice
President, Marketing, characterized the work environment at One Medical Passport, Inc. as relaxed,
open and collaborative – one that fosters hard work and innovation.
For more information visit: onemedicalpassportcompany.com or call 800.540.7527.
Whitney encourages those interested to go to onemedicalpassport.com to create an online medical
history (Medical Passport) for themselves and family members. Once a Medical Passport is created, they
can be updated at any time to ensure information is current in the event a medical procedure or visit is
needed. What’s great is that there is no need to recreate forms once the initial Medical Passport is created.
The One Medical Passport accounts you create are always free and available for you. You can sign-in

anytime with your user name and password to:
• Access or update health history information or change your address
• Send your Medical Passport to affiliated healthcare providers before an upcoming procedure
• Print copies of your Medical Passport for healthcare providers or for your own records
• Provide a copy of your Medical Passport to dentists or specialists or for elective surgeries
• Create free Medical Passports for relatives. This is handy for seniors who may need help in
maintaining their health history or for kids going off to college who may need to access their
health history
Give it a try. If you like the process, you should encourage your healthcare providers to become
customers of One Medical Passport, Inc.
We are indeed fortunate to have a groundbreaking company like One Medical Passport, Inc. here in
Willington.

